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Task: Vision-and-Language Navigation

An agent is embodied in the photorealistic 
indoor 3D modeling. With a textual 
instruction, the agent navigates in the indoor 
environment and reaches the goal place. 

At initial time of 𝑡 = 0, the agent receives the 
instruction 𝑋 and the current visual observations 𝑠! . 
The agent doesn’t know the entire environment 
information at first.
For time-step 𝑡, the agent obtains the visual 
observations 𝑠" of the current place and chooses a 
next action 𝑎" from the set of the possible actions 𝐴.
By iteratively choosing the next action 𝑎" , the agent 
is required to reach the goal place specified in 𝑋.

[Anderson et al. 2017]



Reinforced cross-modal matching [Wang et al. 2019]
as an example of the previous studies.

Two possible ways to VLN

Two possible approaches to VLN agents:
1. the discriminative approaches as most 
previous studies.
2. the generative approaches: a language 
model to navigate

Most previous studies adapt the modeling of 
𝑝 𝑎" 𝑋, ℎ" to prefict next action 𝑎" from the 
instruction 𝑋, visual observations 𝑠" and actions 
𝑎" , where ℎ" = {𝑠:", 𝑎:"$%}.
However, there are in fact two possible 
approaches to building such a VLN agent: 
discriminative and generative.
We propose the generative modeling in Bayes’ 
that directly utilize the conditional language 
model 𝑝 𝑋 𝑎", ℎ" for the navigation.



under                                .   Learning is:

From the Bayes’

Proposed: Generative Language-Grounded Policy

We propose the first model that directly uses a conditional language 
model 𝑝 𝑋 𝑎! , ℎ! for navigation.



Results: Our Gen. policy vs Disc. policies of previous models

R2R experiments: generatiive vs discriminative policies 

R4R experiments (R4R = R2R + R2R  i.e. long and complicated trajectories)



R2R Test set result
With the combination of the generative and discriminative policy, we achieve the 
competitive or better results in both the success rate (SR) and SPL in the R2R test set.
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Analyses for trajectory-length and model accuracies
Performance comparisons on the 

reference trajectory steps
Performance comparisons on the 

navigation trajectory steps

On the R4R unseen validation set. Generative：red,    Discriminative: blue



1-TENT Visualization

1-TENT ( 1 - Token-wise prediction ENTropy)
to visualize agent's decision:

Walk between the the tub and bathroom counter. Go through the opening next to the bathroom 
counter and into the little hallway. Wait next to the family picture hanging on the left wall.

Instruction

Agent view

It seems that I finnaly 
reaches at the last room.

Where should I move 
next and stop at last?



Walk into the bedroom toward the fireplace. Go around the fireplace on the left. 
Stop in the doorway before you reach the rug.

Take a right and walk out of the kitchen. Take a left and wait by the dining room table.

1-TENT Visualization



Conclusion
Two possible approaches for Vision-and-language navigation agents:
1. the discriminative approaches as most previous studies.

𝑝 𝑎! 𝑋, ℎ!
2. the generative approaches: a language model to navigate

𝑝 𝑋 𝑎! , ℎ!

Our experimental results shows that our generative
approach is more effective than previous discriminative
approaches especially in unseen validation and test sets 
in VLN.

We proposed the generative language-grounded policy, which 
utilizes a vision-and-action-conditioned language model to follow 
the given textual instruction in the navigation.


